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ABSTRACT
Film infection from discrete holes in a three
row staggered array with 5-diameter spacing is stud-
ied for three differont hole angles; (1) normal, (2)
slanted 300
 to the surface in the direction of the
mainstream, and (3) slanted 30 0 to the surface and
450
 laterally to the mainstream. The boundary layer
thickness-to-hole diameter ratio and Reynolds number
are typical of gas turbine film cooling applications.
Two different injection locations are studied to
evaluate the effect of boundary layer thickness on
film penetration and mixing. Detailed streaklineo
showing the turbulent motion of the injected air are
obtained by photographing very small neutrally buoy-
ant helium filled "soap" bubbles which follow the
flow field. Unlike smoke, which diffuses rapidly in
the high turbulent mixing region associated with dis-
crete hole blowing, the bubble otreaklines panning
downstream injection locations are clearly identifi-
able and can be traced back to their origin. Visual-
izntion of surface temperature patterns obtained from,
frslrared photographs of a similar film cooled surface
are also included.
NOMENCLATURE
D - film injection hole diameter
m - film-to-mainstream mesa velocity ratio or blowing
rate (uf/y, for constant deneity)
of - film infection velocity
u m = fraentream velocity
u+ - dimensionless velocity, u„/ rw/p
y - coordinate normal to the surface
y+ - dimensionless distance, y Tw/p/v
5 - boundary layer thickness
O - boundary layer momentum thickness
V = kinematic viscosity
p - density
Tw = wall shear stress
INTRODUCTION
Increases in turbine inlet temperature and pres-
sure have reached the point where heat flux levels
are too high to adequately cool hot section gas tur-
bine componento by cormeetion alone, Some film cool-
ing is generally required to protect the metal parts
from the hot Sao stream. The most practical mothod
currently used for film cooling aircraft turtines in
to inject the cooling air from discrete holes, in the
surface of the blade. It is important that the film
be injected in the most efficient manner poesible in
order to provide the desired heat transfer protection
with a minimum disruption of the mainstreem. Poorly
designed film injection schemes can lead co mainstream
momentum losses which Beverly reduce '.arbine aerody-
namic efficiency and, in some instances, even increase
heat transfer to the surface,
There has been considerable emphaeis recently in
experimental heat transfer studies related to discrete
hole film. cooling. The University of Minnesota in-
vestigated adiabatic wall film effectiveness and aug-
mented heat transfer coefficients due to blowing for
one hole and a single row of holes at various injec-
tion angles and center-to-center spacings. Reference
1 in the last in a series of reports on this study.
It includes a complete bibliography of earlier reports.
A similar study for a single row of injection holes
with a freestream static pressure distribution typical
of turbine blade applications in reported in Ref. 2.
Stanford University in investigating the heat
transfer characteristics of full coverage film cooling
from a staggered array of discrete holes spaced either
5 or 10 diameters apart. Some preliminary results
from thin ntudy are given in Ref. 3. Reference 4 is
a data report containing all of the test results for
both normal and 30 degree injection. An experimental
investigation of the adiabatic wall film effectiveness
associated with full coverage film cooling from com-
pound angle injection at various hole spacings has
been reported in Ref. 5. Analytical and experimental
work in this area has been thSS sub.ie^ of several re-
ports from Imperial College, ll	 cd7
While all of these investigations have contrib••
uted to the quantitative data needed to develop reli-
able analytical models of film cooling, they have also
suggested the need for a better understanding of the
complex fluid dynamics encountered when film air is
injected through discrete holes into a turbulent
boundary layer. Such insight can only be provided
through good flow visualization studies. Visualiza-
tion of the flow field associated with discrete hole
film cooling is helpful to fully understand and ap-
preciate the complex interaction of the film and the
mainstream. Some effort was made, as reported in Ref.
.11
01
1, to visualize the flow field surrounding a single
injection hole using CO2 log. However, the fog dif-
fused or rapidly due to tht high turbulent mixing in
the injection region that o0 y the large scale tur-
bulent rztion near the hole wnr visible.
In the present study, air seeded with small
neutrally buoyant holium -filled bubbles, wan injected
into a turbulent boundary layer through discrete holes
in the teat surface of an ambient air wind tunnel.
The paths traced by the bubbles map atreakline pat-
terns of the injected film air mixing with the main-
stream. Unlike snake or fog which diffuses rapidly,
the bubble atreaklines are clearly identifiable an
continuous thrend-like streaks which eon be traced
through the film injection region.
Streakline patterns of the flow field associ-
ated with film injectior, from discrete holes in a
three row staggered array with 5-diameter spacing
are presented for three different hole angles typic-
ally encountered in turbine coaling applications. The
holes were angled ( 1) normal to the surface, (2)
slanted 300 to the surface in the direction of the
mainstream, and (3) slanted 300 to the surface and
450
 laterally to the mainstream. The momentum thick-
ness Reynolds number just upstream of the injection
holes was 2165 and the boundary layer thickness-to-
hole diameter wan 1.75. A boundary layer thickness-
to-hole Siameter of 2.4 at the same Reynolds number
was also run by moving the injection location further
downstream from the inlet nozzle. Infrared photo-
graphs of a similar film cooled wall were taken to
show the surface temperature pattern resulting from
discrete hole film cooling,
EXPERDIENTAL APPARATUS
Bubble Generator
The system for generating neutrally -buoyant
bubble'+
 described in detail in the manuf 'acturer's
reportZA), consists of a head, which is the device
that actually forms the bubbles, and a console con-
taining micrometering valves which control the flog'
of helium, bubble solution, and air to the head. A
drawing illustrating the basic features of the head
is shown in Fig. 1. Neutrally buoyant helium- filled
bubbles about 1 mm in diameter, form on the tip of
the concentric tubes and are blown off the tip by a
continuous blast of air flowing through the shroud
passage. Bubble solution flows through the annular
passage and is formed into a bubble inflated with the
helium passing through the inner concentric tube.
The desired bubble size and neutral buoyancy are
achieved by proper adjustment of air, bubble solution,
and helium flow rates. An many as 300 bubbles per
second eon be formed in thin device.
(1) the primary mainstream air; (2) the bubble gen-
erator air; and (3) the secondary film injection air.
The tunnel, 0.381 by 0,152 mature in cruse-
section, is sectioned into four parts; a tent section
0.61 m long and three spacing sections each 0.91 u
long. The sections can be put in any order to e,tlow
for a boundary layer development length upstream of
the first film injection location anywhere from oev-
arel centimeters to over 2.7 meters. Having the op-
tion of injecting the film air at different axial lo-
cations downstream of the inlet provides the flexibil-
ity of independent control of the following three re-
lated variables: injoctlen-to-mainstream .clocity ra-
tio u „/ m, the boundary layer thicknesa -to-injection
hole ameter 6/D, and the momentum thickness Reynolds
number at the point of injection. A long boundary
layer development length is needed to cover the high
range of the 6/D ratio because the minimum hole diam-
eter is limited to about 1.27 me to avoid excessive
bubble breakage in the holes.
The helium filled bubbles are injected into a
plenum which serves an a collection chamber for the
bubbles and the film air. The air, aceded with the
bubbles, then passes through the film injection holes
in the floor of the test section. The small quantity
of air used by the bubble generator to blow the bub-
bles off the tip of the annulus an they form, code up
as part of the film air in the plenum. However, this
bubble air flow cannot be varied since it is adjusted
and then fixed to give optimum bubble formation. Con-
aequently, to provide variable film injection air flow
rates, additional secondary air is also supplied to
the plenum. The plenum box is clamped onto the bot-
tom of the test section for easy removal when another
test plate with a different hold configuration is to
be tested. Rotaseters were used to measure the heli-
um and bubble generator air flow rates and a hot wire
flow meter wan used in the secondary air leg for ac-
curate measurement over a wide range of film air flow
rates.
When the bubbles pass through the film injection
holes, they are illuminated by a high intensity quartz
are lamp. The resulting reflection off the bubble
surface appears as a streak across the photographic
film if the exposure is relatively slow. Sometimes
two reflections appear on the some bubble giv=ng a
double streak. The light beam was directed axially
down the tunnel as shown in the sketch in Fig, 2,
With a well-focused and collimated light beam, the
bubbles are illuminated as soon as they leave the
holds without the beam striking any of the tunnel
surfaces, This insures good contrast with a bright
bubble streak against a black background.
Rig
The flow visualization test rig, shown in sche-
matic form in Fig, 2 consists of a trans parent plas-
tic tunnel through which room air is drawn into an al-
titude exhaust,line. It is a simple construction pro-
viding flexibility for testing a large number of film
injection hole geometries and boundary layer config-
urations appropriate to turbine and combustor cooling
applications. The tent configuration for this report
consisted of a zero pressure gradient mainntrcem flow
over a flat surface containing discrete film injec-
t,lon holes, At the point of injection, the main-
stream boundary layer was fully turbulent, A further
description of the ddtailn of the rig are Riven in
Ref. 9. There are three separate air flow sources:
Test Section
The 0.30 by 0.51 m floor of the test section
which contains the film injection holes is easily re-
moved to allow bottom plates with different hole con-
figurations to be installed without affecting the rest
of the tent section or the plenum chamber. The floor
and back side of the test section are made o'.' wood and
finished glossy black to give maximum contrast ,..,.
the bubble streaklines. The top and front face are
clear plastic.
Three different film injection arrays were
studied. Sketches of the three configurations are
given in Fig, 3, They are (1) normal injection with
the boles oriented normal to the surface, ^2) slanted
in-line injection with the holes :.ngled 30 to the
2
j
1, to visualize the flow field surrounding a single
injection hole using CO., fig, However, the fog dif-
flued or rapidly due to- thy high turbulent mixing in
the injection region that or: y the large scale tur-
bulent r<tion near the hole wk , visible.
In the present study, air see.fed with small
neutrally buoyant helium-filled bubbles, was injected
Into a turbulent boundary layer through discrete holes
In the test surface of an ambient air wind tunnel.
The paths traced by the bubbles map streakline pat-
terns of the injected film air miring with the main-
stream. Unlike an .ke or fog which diffuses rapidly,
the bubble strea.line ► are clearly identifiable as
continuous thrtrd-like streaks which ccn be traced
throw the fits injection region.
Streakline patterns of the tlow field assoel-
ated with film injectior. from discrete holes in a
three row stag,,ered array with b-diameter spacing
are presented for three different hole an,;les typic-
ally encountered in turbine cooling applications. The
holes were angled (1) normal to the surface, (2)
slanted 300 to the surface in the direction of the
mainstream, and (3) slanted 30 0
 to the surface and
4So laterally to the mainstream. The momentum thick-
ness Reynolds number just upstream of the injection
holes was 2165 arid the boundary layer thickness-to-
hole diameter was
 1.75. A bourndary layer thickness-
to-hole :ia'aeter of 2.4 at the same neynolds numuer
was also run by moving the injection locatio.r further
downstream from the inlet nozzle. Infrared photo-
graphs of a similar film cooled wall were taken to
show the surface temperature pattern resulting from
discrete hole Film cooling.
EXPERIh M'AL APPARATUS
Bubble generator
The system for generating neutrally-buoyant
bubble^ described in detail in the manufacturer's
report ?6
_
) , consists of a head, which is the device
that actually forms the bubbles, anu a console con-
taining micrometerin„ valves which control the floe
of helium, bubble solution, and air to the head. A
drawing illustrating the basic features of the hea<:
is shown in Fig. 1. Neutrally buoyant helium- filled
bubbles about 1 mm in diameter, form on the tip of
the concentric tubes and are Clown off the tin by a
continuous blast o f air flowin throu,Jt the chrouu
passage, bubble solution flows throu,;h the annular
passage and is formed into a bubble inflateu with the
helium passing throu,;h the inner concentric tube.
The desired bubble size and neutral buoyancy are
achieved by pro)er adjustment of air, bubble solution,
and helium flow rates. A:, many as :AO bubbles per
second can be formed in this ucvice.
Rte,
The flow visualization test ri g, shown in sche-
matic form inr'i,', 2 consists of a transpzrent plas-
tic tunnel throu:;h which room air is drawn into an al-
titude exhauct.line. It is a simple construction iro-
vidirW. flexibility for tesLin; a l.arre nurl er of film
injection hole Geometries anti toundary layer confi,.
urations appropriate to turbine a:,d combustor cooling
applications. The test confi, •urstion for t)ti:: report
cinsisted of a zero pressure ; • radient mainstream flow
over a flat surface containim- ticcreLe Mr. in,iec-
tv.on holes. At the point of injection, the main-
st-eam boundary laver wis fully turbulent. A further
description of the details- of the ri,t are riven in
Ref. 9. There are three separate air flow sources:
(1) the rrioary mainstre ur airl (2) the bubble gen-
erator air; and (3) the secondary fits Injection air.
The tunnel, 0.381 by 0.152 meters in cross-
section, is sectioned into four parts; a test section
0.61 m long and three spacing sectic.ns each U.al ro
long. The sections can be put in any order to PAlow
for a boundary layer development length upstream of
the first film injection location anywhere from sev-
eral centimeters to over 2.7 maters. Having the op-
tion of Injecting the film air at different axial lo-
cations downstream of the inlet provides the flexibil-
ity of independent control of the following three re-
lated variables] Injection-to-mainstream .elocity ra-
tio u u , the boundary layer thickness-to-injection
hole water h/Ii, and the momentum thickness Reynolds
number at the point of lnjoctlon. A long boundary
layei development length is needed to cover the high
ra::gt of the 6/U ratio because the minlr: ,as hole diam-
eter is limited to about l.L7 cm to avoid excessive
bubble breakage in the holes.
The helium filled bubbles are injected into a
plenum which serves as a collection chamber for the
bubbles and the film air. The air, seeded with the
bubbles, then passes through the film injection holes
in the floor of the test section. The small quantity
of air used by the bubble generator to blow the bub-
bles off the tip of the annulus as they form, ends up
as part of the film air in the plenum. However, this
bubble air flow cannot be varied since it is adjusted
and then fixed to give optimum bubble formation. Con-
sequently , to provide variable film injection air flow
rates, additional secondary air is also supplied to
the plenum. The plenum box is clamped onto Cie bot-
tom of the test section for easy removal when another
test plate with a different hole co::figuration iz to
be testeu. Rotometers were used to measure the neli-
um and bubble renerator air flow rates anu a hot wire
flow meter was used in the secondary air leg fur ac-
curate measurement over a wide range of film air flow
rates.
When the bubbles pass throtwh the film injection
holes, they are illuminated by a high intensity quartz
arc lamp. The resultinf reflection off the bubble
surface appears as a ::Creak acruss the photographic
film if the exposure is relatively slow. Sometimes
two reflections appear on the snore bubble giv'-n 3, a
douule streak. The li ght beam was directed axially
down the tunnel as shown in the sketch in Fig. 2,
With a well-focused anti collimated light beam, the
bubbles are illuminated as soon as they leave the
holes without the beam striking, tiny of the tunnel
surface]. This insures good contrast with a bright
bubble streak a,-ainst a black backiround.
Test Section
The 0.38 by O.rl m floor of the test section
which contains the film injection holes is easily re-
move i to allw bottom plates with llfferent hole con-
figurations to be i:rstalled without affectin, • the rest
of the test section or the plenum chamber. -he floor
and back side of the test section are made o.' wood anti
finished :;loczy black to give maximum contrast. ..-
the bubble sLreakliees. The top and front face are
clear plastic.
Three different film injection arrays were
studied, 2ketches of the three configurations are
f-lven in Fig. 3. They are (1) normal injection with
the holes oriented normal to the zur:'acc, g2) slanted
in-line injection with the holes .Lneled 50 to the
K „ rj
surface and in-line with the mainstream, and (3) com-
pound angle injection with the holes again 30 0 to the
aurface, but rotated 450 laterally to the mainatream.
In all three cases, the holes were spaced 5 diametero
apart ar seacured from the hol ., centerline. The
holes formed a staggered array representing the cen-
ter portion of three rows of holes. In Fig. 3(b) and(e), the hole axes for both the in-line and compound
angle holes make an angle of 30 0 with the plane of
the paper. Tubes which extend into the plenum were
inserted into the holes in the plate and finished off
flush with the test aurface to provide a hole length
to disaster ratio typical of aircraft turbine applic-
ation°. The delivery tubes for this study had a
1.27 cm inner diameter and were 5.1 em long.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A fully , turbulent boundary layer existed in the
region of the film injection holes and the freestream
turbulence was negligibly small for all of the results
presented in this paper. The film-to-mainstream ve-
locity ratio wan varied by changing the mass flow rate
of the secondary or film air while keeping the main-
atream velocity conntmt at 15.5 m/sec. The velocity
profile through the boundary layer war surveyed just
upstream of the injection holes. The dimensionless
pro file at the duct centerline in Fig. 4 shows the
typical logarithmic distribution in the wall region,
charnctoriatic of a turbulent boundary layer on a
smooth wall. Surveys off the centerline showed less
than a 1 percent spanwise variation in the profile
wit k tn the injection region. The boundary layer
thin. ,ere uefined by the 99 percent value of the
frees. am velocity, was 2.22 cm. The boundary layer
thicknL35-to-injection hole diameter ratio wall
1.75 at the upstream injection location. The bound-
ary layer momentum thickness and shape factor were
0.215 on, and 1.31, respectively, a. the momentum
thickness Reynolds number was 2165 at the upstream
hole location.
Photographs of the film streaklines were taken
both from the top looking, down on the test surface
and from the side looking through the boundary layer.
The two viewing angles are illust • ated in Fig, 5
which shows :I}e test section wit+. two cameras mount-
ed in the positions used when taking photographs,
The top view photographs nhow the spreading charac-
teristics of the film an it leaves the holes and the
side view photographs show the degree of penetration
of the film into the mainstream relative the boundary
layer thickness and the surface. All of the side
view photographs were taken with the two outer holes
in the four hole array plugged to give a plane view
of the two center holes. The film from the upstream
hole pennon directly over the downstream hole.
Normal Injection. Streaklines traced by a film
injected into a turbulent boundary layer from an ar-
ray of holes oriented normal to the curface are shown
in Fip,. S. The streaklines in the figures are black
on a white background because the photographs in thin
paper-are negative images printed from color trans-
parencies. Top and side view photograph-, are includ-
ed for a low,
 (m = 0.3) and a high (m = 0.6) blowing
rate. Also included is a clove-up view or' the re-
gion surrounding the upstream hole. The tap view
clearly illustrates the counter-rotatinG vortices ex-
tending downstream of each injection hole. This vor-
tex pattern has been well documented in earlier
studies. The top view also shows that the film
spreadn abcu`. ore and a half hole diameters for a
•A
blowing rate of m . 0,3 and slightly more at the high
blowing rate,
From the side view, it is noted that the film
separates from the aurface and penetrates into the
freentream even at a low blowing rate of m . O.S. The
boundary layer thickness 5 just upstream of the
first injocbion hole is indicated an the side view
photograph. At the high blowing rata, moot of the
film mixes with the frseatream rather: than providing
a protective film adjacent to the surface.
Notice the sharp "kinks" is the streaklines in
the close-up view, particularly at the high blowing
rate. The tortuous path traced by a bubble indicates
a very high intensity, small scab: turbulence struc-
ture in the vortex region just downstream of an in-jection hole. This high turbulence is detrimental
because it ineviases the heat transfer coefficient
and causes rapid mixing of the film air with the
mainstream. As the bubbles get caught up in one of
the vortices, their trajectory is in a direction
nearly normal to the surface, suggesting a very high
velocity transfer of maan between the wall region and
the outer boundary layer. There is also evidence of
recirculating flow since Doan of the streaklincs
slope back upstream.
Slanted In-line Injection. The atreakline pat-
tern associated with film injection from holes ang-
led 300 to she surface, in-line with the mainstream
is given in Fig. 7. For this geometry, blowing rates
having nominal values of m = 0.3, 0,0, and 1,4, were
photographed. A top and side !till field view, and a
close-up aide view of the region surrounding the
downstream hole are included. Notice that in general,
the streaklines are much -smoother than with normal
injection, indicating n'much larger scale and lower
intensity turbulence for 30 0 injection. Only at the
highest blowing rate do the streaklines exhibit the
Character indicative of hi gh intensity, small scale
turbulence. The counter-rotating vortex pattern 10
not nearly as evident an it was for the normal injec-
tion case. Evidence of entrainment of the freestream
fluid down to the wall can be seen however, as the
ntreaklines coming from the center of the hole wrap
around the outside of the jet. The pattern is more
subtle than with normal holes because the scale at
which the streaklines interwind is much larger--on
the order of the hole diameter. All can be seen from
the top view, there is almost no spreading of the
film an it extends downstream even when panning over
mother injection hole. Mont of the upstream film
tends to split to either side of the downstream jet.
At a blowing rate of about m = 0.5, the film
begins to separate from the surface, At m = 0.0 1
 the
full field, side view photograph clearly ahcwa that
the film has separated from the surface allowing the
mainstream air to wrap around beneath the jets. At
the high blowing rate (m = 1.4), the film penetrates
into the freestream and offers little protection to
the surface. Also, as one would expect, the down-
otreem film has a steeper trajectory acrosa the bound-
ary layer because of the momentum deficit in the inci-
dent boundary layer near the wall created by the up-
stream injection.
The close-up view nhows the downstream jet pas-I
sing right through the film from the upstream hole.
Note also the high turbulence generated for the case
of m = 1.4 compared to the lower blowing rates. It
has been observed that when the velocity of the jet
3
exceeds that of the mainstream, there is a change in
the character of the turbulence near the injection
hales. When m < 1, the streaks are smooth and gently
undulating, When m > 1, very jagged streaks appear,
Compound Angle In.lection. The distinctive feat-
ures of the atreakllne pattern associated with film
injection at a compound angle 30 0
 to the surface and
450
 lateral to the mainatream are illustrated in Figs.
B and S. For this injection configuration, the ob-
lique angle that the film makes with the mainstream
generates a single, strong vortex filament downatream
of each hole. Thin vortex moti$eabeglns forming at
blowing rates of about m . 0.311 ll 11 !! and basemen most
pronounced at blowing rates between m . 0,7 and m .
0.9. Notice the very tight "winding" of the streak-
linen in Fig. B(b) for a blowing rate of m . 0.75. A
close-up top view of the region surrounding the up-
stream injection location for this blowing rate is
shown in Fig. B(c), The'mont important feature of
compound angle injection is that this strong vortex
motion keeps the film attached to the surface even at
the high blowing rates. This can be near, In= Fig, 9
which compares the compound angle injection ai a low
and a high blowing rate. Notice that there is very
little difference in the penetration distance between
a blowing rate of 0.3 and O.S. Even at a velocity
ratio of 0.9, the film remains attached to the sur-
face. Note particularly how the downstream film lies
underneath the film from the upstream hole. Recall
in Fig, 7(b) that for the in-line injection, most of
the film separated from the surface at a blowing rate
of m . 0,8.
Effect of Boundary Laver Thickness, To dater-
mine what effect the initial boundary layer thickness
has on the distance that the film jet penetrates into
the mainstream, the 30 0
 i7-line injection configura-
tion wan re-run with a thicker boundary layer by
moving the injection location further downstream from
the inlet nozzle, A side view photograph showing the
streakline pattern is given in Fig, 10, The boundary
layer thickness was increased 37 percent over that
which existed for the results discussed previously.
The blowing rate was 0.8, the some as in Fig. 7(b),
The freestrewa velocity was decreased to give the
same Reynolds number at the point of injection as in
the earlier results. The upstream film jet pene-
trates further with the thicker boundary layer, but
the penetration relative to the boundary layer thick-
ness appears to be about the same. The trajectory of
the downstream jet looks the came in both figures
which indicates that its penetration is controlled
more by the upstream injection than the initial
boundary layer thickness,
Infrared Thermal Imare, The previous pictures
have shown what I^appens to a film once it in injected
into the boundary layer, Figure 11 shows L.. ,
 the
surface temperature responds to the sane discrete
hole film cooliug. Infrared pictures of a film
cooled test plate run in ayyot gas tunnel were taken
with 300 slgatgd in-linc(u1 0))and 300 by 4b0 com-
pound anglel ul b))injectfon holes, The mainstream
flow is from left to right in the photographs. In
both configurations, the holes were in a single row
and spaced 2 diameters apart, These results, ob-
tained in another experimental test rig, depart some-
what from the streakline results presented earlier.
They are included here to show that the discrete
character of the film is preserved in the temperature
distribution of the wall, 'the test plate was flat
with  zero precaure gradient mainstream flow, Film
injection holes were 0,125 mm in diameter, rnd the
freestream Mach number was O.G.
The photographs are actual thermal images of
the wall surface, Radiation emitted from the surface
was recorded an infrared film which can be computer
processed to give quantitative temperature data. The
hot regions on the surface appear light because they
radiate more energy. Conversely, the dark regions
are cool. Dark place  caused by the cool film are
visible extending downstream from each hole. The
mass velocity ratio (pu)f/(pu) m for these teats was
O.S. Notice that the wall temperature pattern re-
mainn discrete even with two diameter spacing and
that the low temperature streaks run nearly parallel
to the mainatrcam flow even when the film jet in in-
jected 450 laterally to the mainstream.
CONCLUDING RFIMK6
A film injected into a turbulent boundary layer
from discrete holes remains discrete an the jets ex-
tend downstream. To provide good film coverage on the
surface, holes should be spaced not more than 5 diam-
store apart, and much closer for only one or two rows
of holes. If a large number of holes are used in a
closely packed array, the design should be tailored
with variable lateral and axial spacing to beat util-
ize the cumulative build-up of film,
The film should be injected at an shallow an
angle to the freeatresm as pozaible within the limits
act by fabrication constraints. Normal injection is
a very inefficient method of film cooling for turbine
cooling applications becaune the film separates from
the surface even at low blowing rates, A counter-
rotating vortex motion downstream of the injection
hole generates excessive turbulent mixing which din-
sipaten the film, increases thn heat transfer coef-
ficient, and increases aerodynunfc loosen in the tur-
bine.
For injection holes angled 30 0 to the surface
in-line with the mainstream, the film layer remains
attached to the surface as long an the blowing rate
dcn_s not exceed about 0.5. At higher blowing rates,
the mainstream will wrap around and underneath the
aepa.ated film, reducing its effectiveness. But high
film injection velocities cannot always be avoided in
turbine cooling applications because of the pressure
drop needed adrons the outer shell of the airfoil to
insure that a positive flow direction is always main-
tained. Nigh blowing rates are a particular problem
with multiple rows of film cooling holes fed from a
common supply plenum and discharging into a region of
rapidly varying freestream static pressure.
To delay separation to much higher blowing
rates, film cooling holes can be oriented at a com-
pound angle to the surface and mainstream in local
=sea on the turbine blade where the boundary layer
has a tendency to separate such an in the diffusion
region on the auction or convex aide of the blade.
Where the film-to-mainstream velocity ratio (or in
general the so ratio) can be kept lov however, and
the boundary layer is not already near separation, in-
line injection is preferred because it causes less
turbulent mixing and consequently the film persists
longer, Also, in-line injection results in a lower
aerodynamic penalty in turbine efficiency because
moat of the momentum of the film jet is recovered.
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(C) VELOCITY RATIO, m - 0. 75, CLOSE-UP OF UPSTREAM HOLE.
Figure 8. - Compound angle film injection - top view.
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Figure 9. • Compound angle injection - side view.
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Figure 11. - Infrared thermal image of a discrete hole film-tooled wall,
